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Books to help you support your child
with their worries

Reading has proved 68% better
at reducing stress levels than
listening to music; 100% more
effective than drinking a cup of
tea, 300% better than going for

a walk and 700% more than
playing video games. 

 Reading for as little as 6
minutes is sufficient to reduce
stress levels by 60%, slowing

heart beat, easing muscle
tension and altering the state

of mind.

Reading & 
wellbeing



HEALTHY MINDS

Growing up isn’t easy – your brain is
changing and there’s many new emotions
to cope with. This book explores what is
self-esteem and mental health and why
it’s important, looking at topics such as

mental illness, phobias, eating disorders
and self-harm. It looks at techniques to

deal with issues including stress
reduction, mindfulness and

assertiveness. 

Family. Friends. Exams. Are you finding
life a struggle? At times, it can feel like a
lot of problems and pressure. But the
good news is that you can learn to be

the boss of your brain. Creating healthy
habits. Staying in the moment. Breaking

negative thought patterns. Finding things
to be happy about. This book will help
you feel good and bounce back from

obstacles. 

YESSS! The SUMO Secrets to Being a
Positive, Confident Teenager uncovers

the secrets of overcoming the challenges
and also embracing the opportunities of

one of life's most difficult stages: the
teenage years.

 
YESSS! is full of vibrant, exciting advice
that will motivate and equip readers to

overcome the insecurities and confusion
that can often characterise our teenage

years.

Yesss!: The Sumo Secrets to Being a

Positive, Confident Teenager

by Paul McGee
Self-esteem and Mental Health

(Healthy for Life)

by Anna Claybourne

How Not to Lose It: Mental Health

by Anna Williamson



WORRIES

Worry Angels

by Sita Brahmachari, Jane E. Ray (Illustrator)

Amy May knows about webs of worries - so
many people she meets are caught in them,

from her own artist dad to newly arrived
refugee Rima and her family. By being brave
enough to open up her worry box, Amy May

helps all those around her find a way forward.

It's All In Your Head: 

by Rae Earl

This witty, honest and enlightening guide to the
whirrings of your brain is the perfect read for any

young person who's ever felt overwhelmed, at a loss
or in a downward spiral. It's full of friendly advice,
coping strategies and laugh-out-loud moments to

get you through the difficult days. Most of all, this is a
book from someone who gets it.

Your Mind Matters -

Beating Stress & Anxiety: 

by Honor Head

How do you feel right now? Everyone
experiences stress and anxiety at times in their
lives, but sometimes the feelings build up and
can affect our physical and mental health. This

book will help you to recognise the signs of
feeling stressed and anxious and what you can

do to feel better. There are hints and tips on
quick ways to improve your health that you can

try every day or whenever you need to.



WIDER WORLD

Something Bad Happened A Kid's Guide to 

Coping With Events in the News

by Dawn Huebner

Something Bad Happened guides children aged
6 to 12 and the adults who care about them
through tough conversations about news of

large-scale events, addressing questions such as:
"Where did it happen?" "Why did it happen?" And,
"Will it happen again?" Feelings like sadness, fear
and confusion are normalized, and coping tools

provided.

A Girl's Guide to Being Fearless: 

How to Find Your Brave

by Suzie Lavington, Andy Cope

Growing up has become faster, more furious and
the pressures more intense. Anxiety and panic
have reached epidemic proportions. A third of

teenage girls will suffer from depression. Factor in
a rise in self-harm and eating disorders and the

mental health stats become alarming.
It's time to equip young women with the means to

fight back.

Be Amazing! An inspiring guide to

being your own champion

by Chris Hoy

As a boy, Chris Hoy never would have
believed that he could have achieved his

dream of becoming an Olympic Champion. In
his first motivational book for children, he
shares everything he has learned on his
journey to help inspire kids to fulfil their
potential and be the best they can be.



HARD TIMES

When People Die

by Jane Lacey
Death is difficult to deal with at any age, but for

children who are handling it for the first time, it can
be extra tough. This engaging book will help young

readers learn to navigate this type of situation.
Whether it is a friend, family member, or

acquaintance who has passed away, readers will learn
about the best ways to handle death through the
help of relatable stories and colorful illustrations.

The Grief Survival Guide: How to

navigate loss and all that comes with it

by Jeff Brazier

No one can be an expert on grief, but within this
book Jeff provides support and guidance from
someone who has been there. Accessible and

hands-on The Grief Survival Guide offers practical
advice on everything from preparing for the

eventuality of death, managing grief, how best to
support family and friends, and moving forward.
There is no 'one size fits all' approach so instead

Jeff teaches us that the best we can do is
understand, cope and survive.

Louis Undercover

by Fanny Britt, 

Isabelle Arsenault (Illustrations)

Louis’s dad cries — Louis knows this because he
spies on him. His dad misses the happy times
when their family was together, just as Louis

does. But as it is, he and his little brother, Truffle,
have to travel back and forth between their dad’s
country house and their mom’s city apartment,

where she tries to hide her own tears.



HAVING A DIAGNOSIS

Can I tell you about ADHD?: A guide for 

friends, family and professionals

by Susan Yarney

Meet Ben - a young boy with ADHD. Ben invites
readers to learn about ADHD from his perspective. He

helps children understand what it means to have
ADHD and describes what it is and how it feels. Ben

explains how he was diagnosed and what he has
learnt about ways to relieve his ADHD symptoms, and
how friends and adults can help at home and school.

Check Mates

by Stewart Foster 
Felix is struggling at school. His ADHD makes it hard
for him to concentrate and his grades are slipping.

Everyone keeps telling him to try harder, but no one
seems to understand just how hard he finds it. When
Mum suggests Felix spends time with his grandfather,
Felix can’t think of anything worse. Granddad hasn’t

been the same since Grandma died. Plus he’s always
trying to teach Felix boring chess. But sometimes the
best lessons come in the most unexpected of places,

and Granddad soon shows Felix that there’s
everything to play for. 

The Boy With the Butterfly Mind

by Victoria Williamson
Jamie Lee just wants to be normal but his ADHD isn't
making it easy. If only he could control his butterfly
mind then he'd have friends, be able to keep out of

trouble, live with his mum and not be sent to stay with
his dad. 

Uplifting and moving, The Boy with the Butterfly Mind
is an inspiring story of acceptance, blended families,

and discovering that in the end, being yourself is more
than enough.

 



HAVING A DIAGNOSIS

The Reason I Jump: The Inner Voice of a 

Thirteen-Year-Old Boy with Autism

by Naoki Higashida, K.A. Yoshida

Written by Naoki Higashida, a very smart, very
self-aware, and very charming thirteen-year-old

boy with autism, it is a one-of-a-kind memoir that
demonstrates how an autistic mind thinks, feels,
perceives, and responds in ways few of us can

imagine. 

The London Eye Mystery

(London Eye Mystery #1)

by Siobhan Dowd

Ted and his older sister Kat become sleuthing partners
since the police are having no luck. Despite their prickly
relationship, they overcome their differences to follow
a trail of clues across London in a desperate bid to find

their cousin. And ultimately it comes down to Ted,
whose brain runs on its own unique operating system,

to find the key to the mystery.

Can You See Me?

(Can You See Me / Tally #1)

by Libby Scott, Rebecca Westcott 

ally isn't ashamed of being autistic -- even if it
complicates life sometimes, it's part of who
she is. But this is her first year at Kingswood
Academy, and her best friend, Layla, is the

only one who knows. And while a lot of other
people are uncomfortable around Tally, Layla

has never been one of them . . . until now.



BODY IMAGE

The Year I Didn't Eat

by Samuel Pollen

"Some days are normal. Some days, everything is OK,
and I eat three square meals, pretty much, even if

those squares are ridiculously small squares.
Some days, I can almost pretend there’s nothing

wrong."
Max is 14, and anorexic. His eating disorder has pretty

much taken over his whole life.

Butter

by Erin Jade Lange

A lonely obese boy everyone calls "Butter" is
about to make history. He is going to eat himself

to death-live on the Internet-and everyone is
invited to watch. When he first makes the

announcement online to his classmates, Butter
expects pity, insults, and possibly sheer
indifference. What he gets are morbid

cheerleaders rallying around his deadly plan. Yet
as their dark encouragement grows, it begins to
feel a lot like popularity. And that feels good. But
what happens when Butter reaches his suicide

deadline? Can he live with the fallout if he
doesn't go through with his plans?

Tyranny

by Lesley Fairfield

The novel starts with a single question: “How did I get
here?” The answer lies in the pages that follow, and it’s

far from simple. Pressured by media, friends, the
workplace, personal relationships, and fashion trends,

Anna descends into a seemingly unending cycle of
misery. And whenever she tries to climb out of the

abyss, her own personal demon, Tyranny, is there to
push her back in. The contest seems uneven, and it

might be except for one thing: Anna’s strength of
character has given rise to her deadly enemy. Ironically,

it is that same strength of character that has the
ultimate power to save her from the ravages of Tyranny.



OCD

Am I Normal Yet?

(The Spinster Club #1)

by Holly Bourne 

All Evie wants is to be normal. She’s almost off her
meds and at a new college where no one knows her as

the girl-who-went-crazy. She’s even going to parties
and making friends. There’s only one thing left to tick

off her list…
 

But relationships are messy – especially relationships
with teenage guys. They can make any girl feel like

they’re going mad. And if Evie can’t even tell her new
friends Amber and Lottie the truth about herself, how

will she cope when she falls in love?

The Goldfish Boy

by Lisa Thompson
Matthew Corbin suffers from severe obsessive-

compulsive disorder. He hasn't been to school in
weeks. His hands are cracked and bleeding from

cleaning. He refuses to leave his bedroom. To pass
the time, he observes his neighbors from his

bedroom window, making mundane notes about
their habits as they bustle about the cul-de-sac.

 
When a toddler staying next door goes missing, it

becomes apparent that Matthew was the last person
to see him alive. Suddenly, Matthew finds himself at

the center of a high-stakes mystery, and every one of
his neighbors is a suspect

All the Things That Could Go Wrong

by Stewart Foster

There are two sides to every story.
 

Alex's OCD is so severe that it's difficult for him to
even leave his house some days. His classmate Dan
is so angry that he lashes out at the easiest target

he can find at school: Alex. When their moms
arrange for Alex and Dan to spend time together

over winter break, it seems like a recipe for certain
disaster...until it isn't. Once forced together, these
two sworn enemies discover that there is much

more to each other than they ever knew. 


